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I. I~~DUCTION 
The results presented in this paper are based on a generalization [l] of the 
Lie-Ovsjannikov theory [2]. Fundamental to this generalization is the 
recognition that the sets of algebraically independent covariance transforma- 
tion labels employed in the Lie-Ovsjannikov theory are not in general 
maximal sets. In particular, in the case of partial differential equations, 
derivatives higher than those in the original system of partial differential 
equations may appear as covariance transformation labels, and, in practice, 
an infinite number of these derivatives may be necessary. Examples of the 
latter possibility have been demonstrated elsewhere [3]; in particular, it was 
necessary there to include an infinite number of labels in order to recover 
the known dynamical algebras of various quantum mechanical systems. In 
that work, since the emphasis was on covarrance algebras, a mathematical 
formulation different from that which is the mathematical basis of the Lie- 
Ovsjannikov theory was employed. Because of this and in order to make the 
context of our results clearer, there is included in Section II a summary of the 
generalized Lie-Ovsjannikov covariance formulas for an arbitrary system 
(S) of partial d’ff I erential equations which incorporate a maximal set of trans- 
formation labels involving higher derivatives. Further, by way of illustration, 
we have found a simple example of a covariance generator m this generalized 
Lie-Ovsjannikov theory which involves a derivative higher than any m the 
original partial differential equation. 
The application of this generalization to an nth order ordinary differential 
equation yields that the maximal set of algebraically independent labels for a 
transformation is {N, y, j ,..., ytn-l) }. The corresponding formulas are also 
* Taken In part from the MS. Thesis of Suzanne M. Davison, Department of 
Physics, Umversity of the Pa&c, 1973. 
+ This research has been supported by the Research Corporation. 
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presented in Section II. The possibility of using higher derivatives in the 
transformation laws for ordinary differential equations is well known for 
second-order ordinary differential equations in the Hamiltonian Formulation 
of Classical Mechanics [4] and it appears in Ovsjannikov’s [5] important 
generalization of Lie’s theory. In the latter case, it is introduced as a device 
to pass from an nth order ordinary differential equation to an equivalent set of 
first order quasilinear equations in order to avoid consideration of high exten- 
sions in Lie’s theory [6]. But, as we have previously pointed out [7], the 
implications of using the maximal set fundamentally alters the theory of the 
hierarchy of extensions as originally proposed by Lie, both for systems of 
partial differential equations and of ordinary differential equations. 
The bulk of this paper, Sections III-PI, deals with a derivation of a gener- 
ahzation of Lie’s “Counting” Theorem [8] for the maximal possible number 
of generators leaving a second-order ordinary differential equation covariant 
and the role and utility of these additional transformation labels. 
II. A GENERALIZATION OF THE LIE-OVSJANNIKOV 
COVARIANCE FORMULAS. SUMMARYI 
The most general covariance transformation law for a system (S) of partial 
differential equations involving m unknown functions y = (yl,..., y”,..., y”“) of 
the n independent variables x = (xl,..., Y,..., x”) can be labeled by a maximal 
set (M) of algebraically independent quantities consisting of X, y and various 
partial derivatives of the unknown functions with respect to the indepen- 
dent variables. The system (S) 
.Q'r'(x,y,y,"i , y$,, ,...) = 0 (y = l,..., w (II-l) 
and all equations which are derivable from it by differentiation provide a set 
of algebraic relations which we shall denote by (A) between X, y, and the 
partial derivatives of they” with respect to the x2. A maximal set (M) consists 
of any set of quantities x, y, y$ etc., and/or their signs which themselves are 
algebraically independent with respect to the algebraic relations (A), but 
are sufficient to uniquely determine all the remaining derivatives through the 
relations established by (A). Th’ is maximal set, in general, includes an infinite 
number of derivatives. 
A generalized Lie-Ovsjannikov covariance transformation law which 
1 The formulas presented m this section are summarrzed form lecture notes prepared 
by one of the authors (RLA) for a course m the Group-Theoretic PropertIes of 
Differential Equations conducted Jomtly with Carl E. Wulfman m the Sprmg of 1972. 
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utilizes the fact that (M) provides a maximal set of labels for each one- 
parameter covariance group is of the forma 
d2 = qx, y, y;% ,...; u) (i = l,..., n), 
Y ‘= = Y-p, y, y”s, ...; a) (a == I,..., m), 
(H-2) 
where {x, y, y:, ,... } = (M), a is a group parameter, and a prime indicates 
a transformed quantity. The finite transformation properties for all partial 
derivatives follow from (11-2) in the usual way e.g. 
ra 
Y,,‘ = 
lim y’qx’1,..., X’S + da+,...) x’n) - 3)‘~(X’1,..., x”,..., x’“) 
AS’%0 Ax’” 
flxeda (A) 
[ 
1 (a$q XL* 1 + 1 c (q/LY"> &&f 
1 6 3 
+ c 11 (q/f3p~~)Y:Lz& + *** 
6 h I II 
(A) 
Pqx, y, y;, ,...; a). 
The notation 1~~) means “evaluated at” or subject to the algebraic relations 
established by (A). We have adopted the notation in this paper that the usual 
partial differentiation in which all but one of the members of the set of inde- 
pendent variables {~“!b~ is varied, is denoted by a subscript indicating which 
variable is varied, e.g., y”,, , y& , etc. Similalry, if the differentiation is with 
respect to a member of the transformed set of independent variables {x’~]:==, , 
we use the same notation e.g. y$, yjcgj,,k , of,, , etc. But partial differentiation 
in which all but one of the members of the set (M) is varied, is denoted by a 
round d (a) with a subscript indicating which variable is varied e.g. aPrY&, 
Zy~@, aV;,Ya, etc. Similarly, if the transformed set M’ = {x’, y’, y;,,...} 1s 
mvolved, we replace the unprimed subscript with a primed subscript on the 
round d (2). 
It can be shown by extending the Lie-Ovsjannikov arguments, that the 
necessary and sufficient condition that (11-2) correspond to a one-parameter 
covariance group of (II-l) is that 
U-P) I(*) = 0 (r = l,..., N), (11-3) 
2 As emphasized by R. Raczka and S. Woronowcz m prwate commumcatlons, this 
IS still not the most general form, but one could take @ and Y to be functlonals or 
quasldlfferentlal operators. We note that such forms are utlhzed m the Weyl Calculus; 
see e.g. K. E. Cahill and R. J. Glauber, Physzcal Rev 177, 1857 (1969), and references 
therem. 
40914w-20 
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where the generator U is given by 
and 
pyx, y, y;, ...) = &lo @(X,Y, y:* ,-*a; Aa) - @(x, y, y2 ,..-; 0); AU 
7y(“, Y,Y$ Y.) = j&O 
ul”(x, y, y3 5...; Aa) - Yx, Y, ~3 r-.; 0); 
A a 
LI 
Y.‘...&.. 
77-- ‘1 
x ‘g (all Ji = 0, l,...); 
and 
A simple example of a covariance generator which involves a derivative 
higher that any occurring in the original partial differential equation is given 
bY 
u = ax2 + ~,~,~a~ + Y~l~Izlay~l + ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
for the partial differential equation 
Y,l + Yz2 = 0. 
(114) 
(II-l’) 
The maximal set (M) reduces in the case of an nth order ordinary differ- 
ential equation 
y(n) = qx, p,..., y-J) (H-5) 
to the set {x, y, j ,..., y(+l)} w h ere the overdot indicates differentiation with 
respect to x and we have dropped the tensor notation. 
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A generalized point transformation law which utilizes the fact that 
{x, y, j,..., yo+l’) is the maximal set of algebraically independent quantities 
for each one-parameter covariance group is of the form 
X’ = qx, y, j ,...) y-j; cl), 
y’ = y/(x, y, 3 )..., y(n-1); a), 
W-6) 
where, as before, a is a group parameter and the primes indicate transformed 
quantities. 
The necessary and sufficient condition that (1X-6) corresponds to a one- 
parameter covariance group of (H-5) is then given by 
U[ytn’ - F(x, Y, P,..., Y-Y lu(“)~f(s.y,v,...,y(“-l)) = 0, (11-7) 
where the generator U is given by 
and 
(fork = l,..., n). (11-8’) 
Further, the finite transformations can be expressed in terms of the generator 
U and the group parameter (I as follows. 
In particular, Eq. (11-7) takes the following form for 7t = 2. 
(11-9) 
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III. COUNTING THEOREM 
It follows directly from Eq. (II-IO) that if a general dependence on 9 
is assumed in 5 and 71” then, for a given F, Eq. (II-IO) involves two arbitrary 
functions, namely f and TV, and their derivatives. Hence, for each specifi- 
cation of, say, qy, we obtain a partial differential equation for f which 
in general yields an infinity of possible f’s We recover in this manner the 
result shown by Ovsjannikov [9] that there exists an infinite number of one- 
parameter covariance transformations, not only for first-order ordinary 
differential equations, but for any order. Actually Ovsjannikov showed that 
any system of first-order ordinary differential equations admits a so-called 
“infinite” group and, as is well-known and he so stated, any nth order 
ordinary differential equation is equivalent to such a system. 
In view of this conclusion, it would be of interest to illustrate one important 
implication of this with an example where generators do not exist under the 
assumption of the original Lie-type point transformation, but generators 
exist when derivatives are included in the transformation law. Examples of 
the former exist e.g. y = my + 3i5, but we have not been successful in pro- 
ducing an example with both features. 
Because there exists in general an infinite number of one-parameter 
transformations, counting theorems analogous to those of Lie can only be 
obtained if an explicit j dependence is assumed for f and 7’. Here we derive 
such a new “counting” theorem by expanding the 9 dependence of the various 
generators in terms of a subset of a particular linearly independent set of 
functions, namely simple powers of j. 
We shall restrict ourselves to second-order ordinary differential equations, 
y = F(r, Y, 91, (III-I) 
which are integrable “in the large”, i.e., such that one and only one integral 
curve of Eq. (III-l) passes through any two points in the (x, y) plane. As 
emphasized by Gel’fand and Fomin [lo], the conditions for the existence and 
uniqueness of such integral curves do not simply reduce to the usual existence 
theorems for differential equations, and they cite Bernstein’s theorem [l l] 
for one set of sufficient conditions. But Bernstein’s theorem is not sufficient 
to cover all known cases of integrability “in the large”, e.g. even the case 
y = const. Hence, at this point we cannot to our satisfaction further charac- 
terize integrability “in the large”. 
THEOREM. A second-order ordinary dz$G-rential equation of the form 
ji = F(x, Y, 9), (111-2) 
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which is uniquely integrable “in the large” (defined above), is covariant under 
the action of at most Y linearly independent generators of the form 
u, = isax + 71kyav + l)a-+ay -t ~a B, (H-3) 
where th. and vky are restricted to be of the form 
(111-4) 
(111-5) 
subject to the condition that precisely one function for each nontrivial pair l,k , 
hCl--llk i = 1, 2,... and all k is specified a priori3 and Y is given by 
y = j(m + 71 + 2) (n + 4) for n >, m, n 2 0, m b 0, (III-6a) 
I(m + n + 2) (m + 3) for n < m, n 2 0, m > 0. (III-6b) 
Proof. The argument is by contradlctlon and is patterned closely after 
that of Lie. 
Fix n, m, and assume that the theorem is valid for Y + 1 linearly inde- 
pendent generators: U, , U, ,..., Ur+l where Y is determined by (111-6). 
Equation (111-2) is therefore also covariant under the action of a nontrivial 
linear combination of these generators 
C7= 2 a,U,. (111-7) 
Select a set of s = r/(m + n + 2) distinct points P, = (xz , y2) such that each 
pair of points from this set determines a unique integral curve of (111-2) 
and no subset of three of these points hes on the same integral curve. We 
shall now fix the ratio of r of these constants, say, a, ,..., a, to arfl by requiring 
that the action of (111-7) leaves the s points P, ,..., P, invariant. The fact that, 
by assumption, an infinite number of mtegral curves pass through each point 
translates into the requirement that the points are invariant for arbitrary y 
which implies that the a’s simultaneously satisfy the following system of r 
equations. 
alho&, , Y,) + ... + a,+lho.r+l(x, , Y,) = 0, 
&&, ,Y,> + ... + artlL+dX, ,v,) = 0, 
(111-8) 
aJo&, ,Y,) -t ... + ar+llo,r+l(Xl ,Y,) = 0 
&&, ,Y,) + a.- + ar+lL,r+l(X, ,Y,) = 0, 
(111-9) 
3 If th:s requirement 1s dropped, nondenumerably mfimte classes of generators 
mvolvmg arlxtrary functions would appear because It IS only the chfference l,,. - h(,-,ll 
which is umquely determined by Eq. (II-IO). 
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forj = I,..., s. There must exist at least one set of a points such that (111-8) 
and (111-g) yield a finite nontrivial set of ratios for some r of the a’s to the 
remaining one because of the assumed linear independence of the set 
{Ul ,--*, UT,,>. 
Since the set of points {PI ,..., P8} and the differential equation (111-2) 
are assumed to be invariant and covariant, respectively, under the action 
of the generator (111-7) where the a’s are constrained by Eqs. (U-8) and 
(III-g), then the unique integral curve of (111-2) passing through each pair 
of points is also invariant under the action of this generator. Hence, through 
each point there pass at least (s - 1) invariant integral curves. This implies 
that IY = 0 when evaluated at each of these points and everyj corresponding 
to an invariant integral curve through that point. In particular, introducing 
j,, for the slope of the integral curve passing through points 4 andj evaluated 
at 4 (51 # j), and substituting (111-4) and (111-5) into the expression (11-8’) 
for #‘, it is required for each point PI ,..., P, (represented by 4) and all (s - 1) 
curves (represented by j) passing through each point that 
+ ih,k(dF(x, Yt 3) ,,)‘/] = O. 
Note that Eqs. (111-8) and (111-g) imply that the third and sixth terms of 
this last equation are zero. Since these are the only terms which depend on 
the form of (M-2), we have obtained the result that the highest power of j 
in $ is independent of the form of (111-2). It can be easily verified from the 
preceding equation that the highest power (s - 2) of Jo is given by 
(i) (n + 2) for n > m (n 2 0, nz > 0), 
(ii) (m + 1) for n < m (n > 0, m > 0). 
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Let b,l , bp2 ,..., b,b-r) represent the coefficients of ( joJo, ( 3iq,)l,..., ( ja3)(s-2), 
respectively. Then $ = 0 gives for each 4 and the (s - 1)j’s 
bad joJ(s-2) + .*- + b,a j,,, + b,l = 0, 
(III-IO) 
bs(s-l)(j~3,,-1,)(9-2) + *-* + bQ~jq~(s-l) f b = 0. 
The determinant of the coefficients 
(III-1 1) 
is a Vandermonde determinant [13] and therefore 
Now because (s - 1) distinctly different integral curves were selected to pass 
through each point we have the result that A f 0, which implies that all 
the b’s are trivial, i.e., 
bq, xx boa = ..a = bnqml z= 0 q-1 ,..., S, 
which means that qy = 0 for all mtegral curves through each of the s points 
p p,, 1 ,-a*, which means that all these integral curves are invariant under 
the action of (111-7) where the a’s are subject to (111-g) and (111-9). 
Because the minimum s possible is four, corresponding to Lie’s original 
case m = 72 = 0, if P,+l is any (s + lpt point, it will lie on at least two 
distinct integral curves each of which passes through at least one of the s 
points. But we have just shown that these curves are invariant, hence the point 
P s+l is invariant. Since P,,, is arbitrary, we have the result that all points of 
the plane are invariant under the action of (111-7) subject to (111-g) and(III-9) 
which means that it must be identically zero for nontrivial a’s, i.e., the set 
{Ul,..., U,.+i} is linearly dependent, which contradicts our original assumption. 
This argument does not apply to any Iinear combination of I or less genera- 
tors of the assumed form. This is because the highest power (s - 2) of 9 
which depends on the set {m, n} and the properties of the Vandermonde 
determinant uniquely fix the number s of invariant points for which the 
argument is valid. Once this number is fixed, the number of generators which 
can be assumed ostensibly to be linearly independent must be such that all 
but one of the constants in their linear combination must be determined by 
requiring the invariance of the s points. 
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IV. EXAMPLES OF THE REALIZATION OF THE 
MAXIMAL NUMBER OF GENERATORS 
The results of the search for generators of the form discussed in Section III 
are tabulated here for two examples from classical mechanics, namely, the 
one-dimensional free particle y = 0, and the simple harmonic oscillator 
y = --KY (K > 0). In addition to the eight generators allowed for by Lie, 
we have found seven additional generators in which 4 and 7~ are linear in j 
and thus realize the maximal number allowed for this form. In the case of 
y = 0, the first eight generators were obtained by Lie, and are known to 
generate the projective group of the real line [14], whereas in the case of 
y = --KY (K > 0), even the first eight generators were not previously 
reported.-’ 
In particular, if we take m = 0 and n = 1, we obtain for jj = 0 
u, = yax - j2@, 
u, = xax - jaj, 
u, = X~Y + ay, 
u, = ray + jaj,, 
us = ax, 
us = 9, 
ui =x2ax+xyay++y-XjQq, 
u, = xyax + yay + cy$ - xjy a?, 
us = (2~ay - XY) ax + fay + (3yj - 3x92) a?, 
u,, = jax, 
u,, = yjax - jsay, 
u,, = xjax - jzaj, 
VI3 = (-YZ + ~3) ax + (~92 - ~93) 89, 
u,, = (--2xy2 + x2yj) ax - pay + (-pj + 2~~~92 - x2j3) aj, 
u,, = ( x2y -~)ax+~ay+(~-~~+~)a~. 
* These eight generators were derived by one of the authors (R.L.A.) and are 
contained In the lecture notes for the course on Group Theoretvz Properties of 
Differential Equations previously cited. 
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Similarly, we obtain for j = --ky, taking m = 0 and n = 1, 
15: = sin N2x~y + PI2 cos k112~@ - k sin K1/2x $j, 
U2 == cos klFdy - k1j2 sin k112xaj - k cos k1i2xay, 
u, = ax, 
u, == vsv +jlaj - kyay, d - 
U, = sin 2k112xax + k112y cos 2k112xay 
+ (--jk112 cos 2k1i2x - 2ky sin 2k%) i?j, - k3i2y cos 2k1~?d~, 
U, = cos 2k112xax - k112y sin 2k112xay 
+ ( jk112 sin 2k112x - 2ky cos 2k112s) 39 + k312y sin 2k112xaj, 
U, = y cos k112xax - k112y” sin k112xay 
+ (-k-y2 cos k112x - j2 cos klf2x - k112yy sin k112x) aj 
+ k312y2 sin k1i2xaji, 
Us = y sin k112x8x + k1f2y2 cos klI2xay 
+ (-ky2 sin kll”x - 92 sin k1/2x + kll2yj cos kllzx) ay 
- k3izy2 cos k1f2x@, 
U, = (2k112y2 sin 2k112x + yj cos 2kl/%) ax + ky3 cos 2k%cay 
+ (-2k3i2y3 sin 2klh - 2klfzyj2 sin 2klf2x - 93 cos 2W2.r) aj 
- k2y3 cos 2k1/2xZy, 
U,, = ( -2k1j2y2 cos 2k1j2x + yj sin 2klKx) ax + ky3 sin 2klRdy 
+ (2k312y3 cos 2k1/2x + 2kl/*yj2 cos 2kl/2x - 93 sin 2klh) aj 
- k2y3 sin 2k112xa3j, 
Ul:,, = 3 cos k1/2.&Jx - ky2 cos k1i2xay 
+ (-ky?j cos klI2x + k3/2y2 sin I&Q + k1/2jB sin /$/2x) ay 
+ k2y2 cos kl12x;ii, 
U,, = j, sin k1i2xax - ky2 sin klizxay 
+ (-ky$ sin k1/2x - k3l2y2 cos kWx - kW?j2 cos Wx) @ 
+ k2y2 sin k112xay, 
U,, = (2k1/2y sin 3k1f2x + j cos 3k1%) ax + ky2 cos 3kll%?y 
+ ( -3k3/2y2 sin 3k1/2x - 3kyy cos 3k1/2x + k1/2j2 sin 3kl12x) aj 
- k2y2 cos 3k112xEy 
U,, = (-2k112y cos 3klizx + j sin 3kll2x) ax + ky2 sin 3kll2xay 
+ (3k3/2y2 cos 3k1i2x - 3ky3 sin 3WQ - Wj2 cos 3k%) @ 
- k2yz sin 3k1/2xay, 
U,, = yjax - ky38y + (-2ky2j - y) aj + k2yVy. 
These operators are members of the first extension in the generalized theory. 
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Additional generators involving higher powers of 3 can be obtained through 
the operation of commutation. But it can be shown that even if these sets are 
augmented by the additional generators produced by commutation, neither 
of these sets close under a finite number of commutations. 
V. A CLASSIFICATION OF THE GENERATORS 
Addressing ourselves to the question of understanding the role and utility 
of these additional transformation labels, we are led to divide any set of 
generators (whether they close or not and/or mvolve derivative labels or not) 
into two mutually exclusive classes; those that generate nontrivial solutions 
directly by integration for an initial value problem, and those that do not. 
The former further divide themselves into two further subclasses; those that 
generate the general solution of the original ordinary differential equation, 
and those that do not. Each of the latter can then also be used in principle to 
generate potentially new solutions through its action on solutions that it 
cannot generate directly by integration, but which are known by other 
means, e.g. by integrating one of the other generators. Those that do not 
directly generate a solution still yield a distinctly new solution when operating 
on any known solution. 5 What is interesting and extremely useful is that 
the generators which involve the additional derivative labels are also of both 
types, and we shall illustrate this by tabulating the solutions generated by the 
generators involving the additional labels for two simple second-order 
ordinary differential equations. 
The criterion that a generator directly yields by integration a solution is 
that the imtial conditions for the original solution remain a set of initial 
conditions for the transformed solution, i.e., the original differential equation 
must not only be covariant under the action of the generator in question, 
but in addition the initial conditions must be invariant under its action. 
This has been extensively discussed by Bluman and Cole [5] for partial 
differential equations in the Lie-Ovsjannikov theory and reduces here to the 
requirement that, in addition to satisfying the original differential equation, 
y also satisfy 
(9 = 7)“. (V-1) 
We note that in Lie’s original treatment [ and VY were functions only of x 
and y and this was directly a quasilinear first-order ordinary differential 
equation, but in our generalization this is not the case because 5 and r]’ in 
general involve $.s 
5 This characterlzatlon 1s also vahd and useful for partial dlfferentlal equations. 
b The result analogous to (V-I) m the case of a system of partial dlfferentlal equations 
is x., p’y’$ = 9”s which 1s no longer m general directly a set of quasllmear first-order 
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In Table I, we have tabulated the solutions generated by the seven genera- 
tors in which [ and 7~ involve j for the example j = 0. For this case, every 
one of these generators yields some subclass of solutions. In Table II, we 
have similarly tabulated the results for the case y = -ky. In this case, only 
three of those generators yield nontrivial solutions. In the tables, C, , C, , 
A,, and A, are arbitrary constants. 
TABLE I 
Generators Solutions 
TABLE II 
Generators Solutions 
u!3 y=o 
UlO y=o 
Ull y = A, e+l-k)1’2s, A, e-lkll~a” 
u12 y = A, e+(-k)l/*Z, A, e-lkl’~“. 
u12 y=o 
Ul, y=o 
UU y = Al +,+tk,“e., A, e-d~2. 
VI. 1~3733~4-fI0N 
In this generalization, the problem of the integration of generators in order 
to obtain the corresponding finite covariance transformations for an nth- 
partial differential equations. For the example given m the Eqs. (II-l’) and (H-4’), the 
analog of (V-l) is yzlrl = u,e and the common solutions of this equation and (II-l’) 
are given by y(x’, 9) = C1 exp(3 - x1) + Cz where C, and C, are arbitrary constants. 
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order ordinary differential equation is equivalent to the problem of the 
integration of the simultaneous system of ordinary differential equations 
da 6X' dj’ 
- = &',y',~',~*~,y'(n-l') = 171(x',y',~',.~.,y'bw) = *.* 1 
~ycn-l' 
(VI-l) 
= 
~Y("-"(x',y',j',..., y'cn-l') 
where x”, y’, j’,..., y’(+l’ are to be regarded as independent functions of the 
group parameter a and a set of initial conditions X, y, y,..., y(+l’. The 
operation d(.)/ctx’ represents the rate of change of (.) with respect to x’ 
along a path curve starting at a point specified by the maximal set 
(M) = {x, y, j ,..., y’“-I’) 
and evaluated at a point specified by (H-6) e.g. 
dj = lim Y(x, y, j ,..., yfn-l); a + da) - Y(x, y, j ,..., yen-l); a) 
dX da-0 @(x, y, j ,..., yen-l); a + da) - @(x, y, j ,..., yen-l); a) . 
The solutions are subject to the consistency relations 
Y ‘(b’ - q? - 
(d/dx) yrfk--l)(x, y(x), j,..., yen-l); a) 
(d/dx) x'(x, y(x), j ,..., ytn-l'; a) 
for arbitrary but fixed a. 
The essential difference between (VI-l) and the corresponding simultane- 
ous set in Lie’s original theory is that in the latter f = f(x, y) and the @“s 
are functions of at most X, y ,..., y(l) (k = 0, I,..., n - l), whereas in (VI-l) 
5 and the TV(‘)’ s are in general functions of the maximal set (x, y, j,..., y(“-I’}. 
By way of illustrating the appearance of the additional transformation 
labels, we have tabulated in Table III the finite covariance transformations 
for four of the readily integrable generators in which 6 and 7~ involve j for 
the example j = 0. 
TABLE III 
Generators 
Fmlte transformations 
(contmuously connected to the IdentIty transformation) 
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